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Preface 
The Statistic8 Canada Catalogue 1995- Supplement contains information about new official print 
publications and CD-ROMs produced by Statistics Canada between January 1994 and December 
1995. This edition also contains a list of titles discontinued or reinstated during that time. 

In January 1996 an important change to Statistics Canada's catalogue numbers was implemented. 
The full catalogue number, consisting of a 10 character alphanumeric code, will now appear on 
current Statistics Canada products and be used as a reference number for clients. For official 
publications and microfiche as well as their electronic versions, this number will have an xx-xxx-xxx 
format. 

For example, Catalogue number 56-001 will now read 56-001-XPB. 

The first letter of the three letter extension indicates whether a product is standard (X), a guide (G), 
a release containing preliminary data (P), a revision (R), a monographic series (M), or 
supplement (S); 

the second indicates medium, for example, C for CD-ROM, D for diskette, M for microfiche, 
P for paper; 

and the third letter indicates the language of the publication, B for bilingual, E for English and F for 
French. 

Your comments and questions are welcome and can be directed to: 

Tony Moren 
Statistics Canada Library 
2nd floor, R.H. Coats Building 
Tunney's Pasture 
Ottawa, Ontario 
K1A 0T6 

Telephone: (613) 951-0951 
Fax: (613) 951-0939 
Internet: moreton@statcan.ca  
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1 1-403-XPE 

Canada: a portrait. Biennial. Released Sept. 1995. English 
and French editions. 
$SSN 0840-6014 

The 1996 edition presents an overview or portrait of the social, 
economic and cultural life of Canada today. Packaged in a new 
27.5 x 22 cm hard cover format, it features six chapters: "The 
Land", "The People", "The Society', "Arts and Leisure", "The Eco-
nomy" and "Canada in the World". It includes 45 high-quality colour 
and black and white photographs. Eminent Canadians- Myriam 
Bedard, Evelyn Hart, Gerhard Herzberg, Graham Greene, Joe 
Schlesinger, Julie Payette - have contributed prefaces to each 
chapter. Additional quotes by and about Canadians and short 
feature articles complement the main text. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $39.95 
United States: 	US $47.95 
Other Countries: 	US $55.95 

Working Manuals 

1 2-205-XCB 

Inventory of Statistics Canada's questionnaires. 
Annual. First issue Feb. 1995 Bilingual edition. 
ISSN 1201-5784 

This CD-ROM product displays images of all the questionnaires 
used by Statistics Canada in 1994. Grouped by survey and 
statistical program, the questionnaires can be searched by 
questionnaire and survey title as well as by topic. The inventory 
carries the name and telephone number of each survey manager. 
Note: Available in print on demand as 12FOO46XPB. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $450.00 
United States: 	US $450.00 
Other Countries: 	US $450.00 

12-574-RPE 

Concordance between the Standard Industrial 
Classifications of Canada and the United States: 
errata, 1980 Canadian SIC - 1987 United States SIC. 
Occasional. Released 1994. English and French editions. 

The more detailed examination of both the Canadian and 
American Standard Industrial Classifications undertaken during 
the project to concord both these classifications and the European 
Union (NACE) to the International Standard Industrial Classifica-
tion, (ISIC Rev3), resulted in changes to the concordance between 
the Canadian and U.S. SIC's. These errata are set up in the same 
format as the Canada-U.S. Concordance, i.e. tables that give the 
1980 Canadian links to the 1987 U.S. SIC and the inverse in U.S. 
SIC order with links to the Caadian SIC. These are followed by 
notes which explain the partial relationships shown in the tables 
as indicated by asterisks.The explanatory notes are also displayed 
in both Canadian and U.S. SIC order. The amendments to the 

General and Reference 

1 OF0007XCB 
StatCan: CANSIM Disc. Semi-annual. First issue 
May 1994. Bilingual edition. 
ISSN 1185-4308 

The disc contains a selection of approximately 550,000 
CANSIM Time Series, plus an electronic directory to the 
data. There is also data retrieval and keyword search 
software. It ensures easy access to the information and 
gives users the ability to retrieve and manipulate the data. 
The disc is accompanied by a user guide. 

Subscription Option - Annual 
Commercial: per copy $1,995.00 
Educational: per copy $995.00 

Subscription Option with Semi-annual Update 
Commercial: per copy $2995.00 
Educational: per copy $1,495.00 

Requests outside Canada are billed in $U.S. 

1 1-402-XCB 
Canada year book CD-ROM. Annual. First issue 
Oct. 1995. Bilingual edition. 
ISSN 0-660-58931-1 

This electronic reference source on Canada is the 
CD-ROM version of the best selling print edition. The 
CD-ROM version retains all of the charm and the content 
of the print version, while offering the flexibility of electronic 
access. Features include: twenty-two chapters of informa-
tive text on life in Canada from social, economic, cultural 
and demographic perspectives; 250 concise tables plus 
63 charts and graphs that support the text; striking black 
& white and colour photographs that dramatically depict 
Canada and Canadians; numerous short narratives about 
the Canadian scene that range from archaeology to 
recycling; and easy navigation through the CD-ROM using 
index menus, hypertext links and keyword search facilities. 

The 1994 Canada year book CD-ROM employs GBook 
software, This browser allows exploitation of the full 
potential of this authoritative reference source. Cut and 
paste text and tables directly into your word processing 
and spreadsheet applications. Slip easily between English 
and French language content. Video and sound clips add 
new dimensions to your reading experience. The Canada 
year book CD-ROM runs from a Windows 3.1 I MS-DOS 
operating system in combination with your CD-ROM 
reader. This first edition of the Canada year book CD-ROM 
is a limited edition. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $54.95 
United States: 	US $66.00 
Other Countries: 	US $77.00 
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General and Reference 

concordance are shown by utilizing letters. The table in 
Canadian SIC order gives the changes to be made to the 
U.S. SIC links, similarly the table in U.S. SIC order gives 
the changes to the Canadian links. This document contains 
the changes to the Concordance between the Standard 
Industrial Classifications of Canada and the United States, 
1980 Canadian SIC - 1987 United States SIC (12-574) 
which was released in February 1991. 

Income, National Accounts 

1 3-568-XPB 
Fixed capital flows and stocks: historical, 
1961-1994. Occasional. Released 1994. Bilingual 
edition. 
ISBN 0-660-58915-X 

This new historical publication features national series by 
industry as well as provincial and territorial totals. The 
series answers questions such as the size of the capital 
stock (fixed assets) for Canada and the provinces and 
territories, rates of growth, the productive capacity of 
individual industrial sectors and the average age of assets. 
The data show how technology is accelerating the 
obsolescence of assets. The publication also includes 
price indexes for capital expenditures on construction and 
machinery as well as equipment by industry, and a 
complete description of the methodology. More detailed 
industrial and provincial series are available on request. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $100.00 
United States: 	US $120.00 
Other Countries: 	US $140.00 

13-603-MPE no. 2 
The size of the underground economy in 
Canada (Studies in national accounting). 
Occasional. Released June 1994. English and French 
editions. 
ISBN 0-660-15442-0 

A preliminary version of this study was presented at 
Laurentian University in Sudbury on February 25th. Its 

first part defines the underground economy, drawing a distinction 
between unmeasured and untaxed production. The second and 
third parts estimate underground transactions that are potentially 
escaping measurement and those that are already captured in 
gross domestic product. The study concludes by examining 
whether the resultant underestimation of gross domestic product 
also entails an underestimation of its growth rate. Estimates of 
the underground economy, as an upper limit, for 1992 are: 
unmeasured underground production, 2.7% of GDP: underground 
production already measured, 1.5%: illegal production, 1%. Thus, 
as an upper limit, the total value of production that may have 
escaped detection by the tax authorities in 1992 is 5.2%. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $38.00 
United States: 	US $46.00 
Other Countries: 	US $54.00 

13-603-MPE no. 3 
Households' unpaid work: measurement and 
valuation (Studies in national accounting). Occasional. 
Released Dec. 1995. English and French editions. 
ISBN 0-660-1 5443-9 

Delegates at the United Nations Fourth World Conference on 
Women in September 1995 and at the World Summit on Social 
Development in March 1995 called on governments to measure 
unpaid work in accounts similar to those for gross domestic 
product. This new study is the fourth Statistics Canada has done 
on the value of household work since the early 1970s.   The agency 
also hosted a conference on the subject in April 1993, 

In Households 'unpaid work: measurement and valuation, the data 
have been revised back to 1961, and coverage has been extended 
to include voluntary work and all persons aged 15 and over. The 
report outlines Statistics Canada's work on this front, reasons for 
measurement, and explores the broader context by looking at 
changes in social and economic factors since 1961. It also looks 
at contentious issues, highlighting them in summary results and 
a comparison with other OECD countries. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $38.00 
United States: 	US $46.00 
Other Countries: 	US $54.00 
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Environmental Studies 

1 1-509-XPE 
Human activity and the environment 1994: a 
statistical compendium. Occasional. Released 
June 1994. English and French editions. 
ISBN 0-660-1 5439-0 

This is the fourth edition of Statistics Canada's popular 
environmental statistics compendium. This unique compi-
lation brings together data from Statistics Canada and 
other organizations in a comprehensive look at Canadian 
environmental trends and issues. New for 1994 are 
international and provincial environmental profiles which 
allow easy comparison of varying environmental perfor-
mance. Also new are sections on the economy, energy, 
soil erosion, air quality, contaminants and many others. 
Note: The succeeding issues do not totally update the earlier 
editions. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $35.00 
United States: 	US $42.00 
Other Countries: 	US $49.00 

11 -526-XPB 
Households and the environment 1994. 
Occasional. Released May 1995. Bilingual edition. 
ISBN 0-660-58923-0 

In May 1991, Statistics Canada conducted the Household 
Environment Survey to measure household actions that 
have, or are perceived to have, positive or negative impacts 
on the environment. The survey provides baseline 
information to use in measuring progress towards sound 
environmental practices at the household level. The 
subjects examined include recycling and waste reduction 
practices, energy and water conservation practices, the 
use of recycled products, and the use and disposal of 
potentially hazardous household substances, 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $27.00 
United States: 	US $27.00 
Other Countries: 	US $27.00 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $75.00 
United States: 	US $90.00 
Other Countries: 	US $105.00 

11 -528-XPE 
Environmental perspectives (Statistics and studies, 
no. 2). Occasional. Released June 1995. English and French 
editions. 
ISBN 0-660-1 5573-7 

This publication presents the results of recent studies and surveys 
on current and emerging environmental issues. The 13 chapters 
include new data on local government waste management; further 
details from the Household Environment Survey; a study of land-
use change around Riding Mountain Nation.l Park: an analysis 
of the impact of estimated compliance costs of the 1992 federal 
regulations governing Canadian pulp and paper mills; and a linking 
of greenhouse gas emissions to industrial production using an 
input-output model. Other survey results include land management 
practices for soil erosion control; packaging use and disposition; 
pollution abatement and control expenditures; and a profile of the 
Canadian waste management industry. Preliminary estimates of 
the value of crude oil and gas reserves in Alberta are also 
presented. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $35.00 
United States: 	US $42.00 
Other Countries: 	US $49.00 

1 1-529-XPE 
Databases for environmental analysis: provincial and 
territorial governments. Occasional. Released 1994. 
English and French editions. 
ISBN 0-660-1 5399-8 

This publication is a cooperative effort between Statistics Canada 
and the Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment. It 
presents an inventory of provincial and territorial government 
databases of potential use in environmental reporting. The inven-
tory is a meta-database, that is, a database of databases, and 
forms one of the components of Statistics Canada's Environmental 
Information System. It contains detailed descriptions of 833 envi-
ronmental databases held by provincial and territorial government 
departments. An MS-DOS diskette version of the inventory is 
included with each publication. 
Note: In October 1995 this publication was merged with 11-527 to form 
the new diskette product I 1-532-XDE. 

Statistics Canada - Catalogue no. 11 -204-SPE 
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21F0001XCB 
Extraction system of agricultural statistics. Annual. 
First issue June 1994. Bilingual edition. 
ISSN 1201-8325 

Annual CD-ROM featuring pre-defined and custom tabulations 
from the Whole Farm Data Base. ESAS gives users access to an 
extensive series of tables and graphics featuring the most recent 
and commonly requested disaggregated physical and financial 
farm data. Estimates are available by subprovincial region, farm 
type and revenue class using a menu driven software. 
Note: The Whole Farm Data Project is a joint venture between 
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada and Statistics Canada. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $925.00 
United States: 	US $925.00 
Other Countries: 	US $925.00 

Updates are provided annually under catalogue number 
21 F0001UCB. 

Farm Livestock and Animal Products 

23-603-XPE 
Livestock statistics. Irregular. Released May 1995. 
English and French editions. 
ISBN 0-660-14953-2 

This binder publication contains data from 1976 to date for major 
livestock series: cattle and calves, hogs, sheep, Iamb and wool, 
furs, trade and prices, stocks of frozen meats and apparent per 
capita meat consumption. Notes on the concepts, methods and 
data highlights are also included. New and revised estimates for 
these data are released four times each year. The updates, which 
are available as a package of four, may be obtained by subscribing 
to the Livestock Statistics Update Package (package 1 0-600E). 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $90.00 
United States: 	US $108.00 
Other Countries: 	US $126.00 

Primary Industries 

Farm Income, Value and General 
Production 

21 -522-XPE 
Farming facts. Annual. Released 1994 and 1995. 
English and French editions. 
ISSN 0835-6254 

This report presents, in graphic, tabular and textual form 
the statistical highlights from agriculture in recent years. 
Topics include the economic performance, people, and 
variety of products related to the agricultural industry. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $5.00 
United States: 	US $6.00 
Other Countries: 	US $7.00 

21 -523-XPE 
People in Canadian agriculture. Occasional. 
Released 1995. English and French editions. 
ISBN 0-660-14315-1 

Farming in the 1990s   is considerably different from what 
it was at the turn of the century, and so are the people in 
agriculture.This publication introduces a new concept, the 
"agricultural population", which looks at farm operators 
and others with an income from, or occupational 
attachment to, farming. This report classifies seven types 
of individuals who are in some way involved in farming. 
More than 50 pages of analysis and 24 charts and tables 
complete the picture by looking at characteristics such as 
income, education, hours of work, household structure 
and farm type. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $30.00 
United States: 	US $36.00 
Other Countries: 	US $42.00 

Statistics Canada - Catalogue no. 11 -204-SPE 
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Commerce, Construction, Finance and Prices 

Business Conditions 

61 -206-XMB 
Private and public investment in Canada: 
revised. Annual. First issue Aug. 1995. Bilingual 
edition. 

This publication, first issued in 1954, is now available in 
microfiche. It presents capital and repair expenditures on 
construction and on machinery and equipment for all 
sectors of the Canadian economy and by province for 
selected industry groups. Capital and repair expenditures 
split between private and public investment, business and 
social capital and current and constant dollars are also 
shown. The tabulations cover preliminary estimates of 
actual investment for the previous year, the original 
intentions and revised intentions on capital spending for 
the current year. The investment data are gathered from 
about 28,000 establishments and establishment groups 
in Canadian businesses, institutions and governments. 

Per Issue 

Canada: 	 $35.00 
United States: 	 US $42.00 
Other Countries: 	US $49.00 

61 -220-XPB 
Parliamentary report of the Ministry of Industry 
under the Corporations and Labour Unions 
Returns Act. Part 1. Corporations. Foreign 
control in the Canadian economy. Annual. 
Released April 1995. Bilingual edition. 

ISSN 1203-1526 

This report draws a national profile of foreign control in 
the Canadian corporate economy. Included are a series 
of charts, text tables and tables providing: time series on 
financial characteristics by control, classified by 16 major 
industry groups; and time series on control by the leading 
25 enterprises. 

Per Issue 

Canada: 	 $38.00 
United States: 	 US $46.00 
Other Countries: 	US $54.00 

61-221 -XPB 
Corporations: aspects of business 
organization, mergers and acquisitions 
1991-1993. Annual. First issue 1994. Bilingual edition. 

ISSN 1195-9983 

The second in a series of three relating to 61 -220-XPB, 
Parliamentary Report of the Minister of Industry under the 
Corporations and Labour Unions Return Act. Part I, 
Corporations, this report provides information on mergers 
and acquisitions in Canada, and their effect on foreign 
control of the Canadian economy from 1991 to 1993. 

Per Issue 

Canada: 	 $34.00 
United States: 	 US $41.00 
Other Countries: 	US $48.00 

61-222-XPB 
Corporations: aspects of foreign control. Annual. 
Released 1995. Bilingual edition. 

ISSN 1195-9991 

This publication reports on current issues pertaining to foreign 
control in Canada. Topics will include the provincial dimension of 
corporate control focusing on foreign control within the 10 
Canadian provinces and commercial relationships between 
Canada and foreign countries. 

Per Issue 

Canada: 	 $30.00 
United States: 	 US $36.00 
Other Countries: 	US $42.00 

61 -51 7-XCB 

Inter-corporate ownership database on CD-ROM. 
Quarterly. Released 1995. Bilingual edition. 

ISSN 1198-0753 

The database gives business and financial analysts a wealth of 
information on the ownership relationships between Canada's 
leading corporations. With stock splits, mergers, takeovers, spin 
offs and divestitures occurring on a daily basis, the ownership 
structure of the Canadian corporate sector is constantly shifting. 
The ICO on a CD-ROM allows users to keep track of this maze of 
corporate affiliations. 

	

Per Issue 	 Per Year 
Canada: 	 $1,750.00 	 $3,000.00 
United States: 	US $1,750.00 	US $3,000.00 
Other Countries: 	US $1,750.00 	US $3,000.00 

Subscription Rate 
A subscription can be started anytime of the year and include 
any of the product releases. 

Single installation: $3,000.00 

Single Disc Price 
A single ad-hoc purchase of the disc for historical or current 
quarters: $1,000.00 

Lan Price 
Dependent on licensing provisions. 

Educational Discount 
As per corporate policy. 

Statistics Canada - Catalogue no. 11 -204-SPE 
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Commerce, Construction, Finance and Prices 

61-51 7-XPB 

Inter-corporate ownership. Biennial. Released 
June 1994. Bilingual edition. 
ISSN 0575-8823 

The directory presents information in an easy-to-read 
tiered format, showing at a glance the hierarchy of 
subsidiaries within each enterprise structure. Entries for 
each corporation provide country of control and percent-
age of voting rights held. Inclusion of a Standard Industrial 
Classification (SIC) and province of head office for most 
Canadian resident corporations allows study on an 
industrial or geographical level. In addition to the alphabet-
ical index in each directory, indexes by country of control, 
province of head office, and SIC-C (company basis) are 
also available. These indexes have been available since 
1992. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $350.00 
United States: 	US $420.00 
Other Countries: 	US $490.00 

61 -523-R PE 

Strategies for success: a profile of growing 
small and medium-sized enterprises (GSME5) 
in Canada. Occasional. Released Aug. 1994. English 
and French editions. 
ISBN 0-660-15401-3 

This publication summarizes the results of the 1992 survey 
of small and medium-sized businesses in Canada. The 
special survey profiles a group of firms that grew rapidly 
in the late 1980s.   It focuses on their activities, business 
strategies and characteristics. The study summarizes the 
factors that were perceived by small growing firms as 
important to their growth. It examines strategies in which 
they feel they outpace their competitors. It investigates 
the importance attributed to new marketing: technology, 
input-sourcing, human resource and management 
strategies. Finally, it profiles training, research and 
development, and export activities. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $15.00 
United States: 	US $18.00 
Other Countries: 	US$21.00 

61 FOOl 5XCB 

Small business profiles: Canada and all 
provinces. Biennial. Released 1995. Bilingual edition. 

The Small business profiles present selected operating 
expense to revenue ratios, financial ratios, balance sheet 
information and employment data by province (and 
territory) and by industry based on the 1980 Standard 
Industrial Classification (SIC) for the 1993 reference year. 
The FoxPro executable format allows data users to access 
the Profiles without having to purchase additional software. 

Data users can print the standard tables as well as two previously 
unavailable comparison table formats, or users can export the 
data to a spreadsheet or other computer file for further 
manipulation. The FoxPro system also requires less memory 
storage capacity than the WordPerfect version. 
Note: 4,388 S/Cs 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $1,200.00 
United States: 	US $1,200.00 
Other Countries: 	US $1,200.00 

Prices and Consumer Expenditure 

62-553-XPB 

The Consumer Price Index reference paper: update 
based on 1992 expenditures. Occasional. Released Aug. 
1995. Bilingual edition. 
ISBN 0-660-58926-5 

This Consumer Price Index reference paper is published on the 
occasion of the update of the Canadian Consumer Price Index 
(CPI), based on 1992 expenditures. In addition to the replacement 
of the 1986 family expenditure patterns by the 1992 patterns in 
the CPI basket, the population was expanded and several 
methodological changes were introduced. 

The Consumer Price Index reference paper provides an overview 
of the CPI. It is intended for a varied audience, ranging from users 
interested in general information to those requiring more technical 
or theoretical details. As such, it is not limited to the description of 
changes associated with the incorporation of the 1992 basket 
alone but presents and explains all the important aspects of the 
CPI: its concepts, scope, procedures of data collection and 
computation, uses and interpretation. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $45.00 
United States: 	US $54.00 
Other Countries: 	US $63.00 

62-554-XPB 

Family food expenditure in Canada. Occasional. 
Released Feb. 1994. Bilingual edition. 
ISSN 0838-3898 

The publication provides results based on a sample of 4,816 
households that responded to the Food Expenditure Survey 
throughout 1990. This publication presents a series of tables 
showing the food expenditure patterns of households living in 17 
selected metropolitan areas across Canada. It also includes a 
brief analysis of these patterns. Many tables are included which 
show average weekly expenditures classified by type of food 
purchased in stores and meals purchased in restaurants. The 
tables present expenditure information by a number of different 
socio-economic characteristics of the households, including 
income. Some information is included on quantities purchased 
and on purchases in different types of stores and restaurants. 
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Commerce, Construction, Finance and Prices 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $50.00 
United States: 	US $60.00 
Other Countries: 	US $70.00 

62-555-XPB 

Family expenditure in Canada. Occasional, 
Released Feb. 1994. Bilingual edition. 
ISSN 0838-3715 

This edition summarizes the results from the Survey of 
Family Expenditures in 1992, which was conducted across 
the 10 provinces as well as inWhitehorse andYellowknife. 
This was the first national survey of family expenditures 
since 1986. The publication presents a synopsis of 
differences in expenditure patterns between 1986 and 
1992, and between household groups and areas. It 
provides a comparison of results from all previous national 
surveys and oilers an interesting menu of comprehensive 
data tabulations presenting categories of household 
expenditures for 1992 classified by various household 
characteristics, such as household income, size and type. 
and by various geographical areas. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $60.00 
United States: 	US $72.00 
Other Countries: 	US $84.00 

Merchandising and Services 

63-01 6-XPB 
Services indicators. Quarterly. First issue 2nd 
quarter 1994. Bilingual edition. 
ISSN 1195-5961 

This publication presents current data and analysis on a 
number of dynamic service industries in Canada. It draws 
upon a variety of sources to present an integrated picture 
of recent events. In addition, each issue includes an in-
depth feature article. 

	

Per Issue 	PerYear 
Canada: 	 $34.00 	$112.00 
United States: 	US $41.00 	US $135.00 
Other Countries: 	US $48.00 	US $157.00 

63-236-XPB 

trade group are the following performance indicators: sales to 
inventory, cost of goods sold to inventory, gross margin and profit 
margin. Also provided at the national level are total operating 
revenues, number of locations for independent and for chain 
stores, the number of retail businesses by trade and total operating 
revenue by SIC (4 digit when possible) 

The 9 wholesale trade groups, plus grain and petroleum products, 
are profiled for each individual province/territory giving: number 
of locations, total operating revenues, cost of goods sold, gross 
margin and employee earnings and benefits. Performance 
indicators by trade group at the national level including sates to 
inventory, cost of goods sold to inventory, gross margin and profit 
margin are provided. Total operating revenue at the national level 
by Standard Industrial Classification and by class of customer 
and trade group are also provided. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $45.00 
United States: 	US 	$54.00 
Other Countries: 	US 	$63.00 

International Trade 

65-003-XMB 

Exports by country. Quarterly. First issue June 1995. 
Bilingual edition. 
ISSN 1181-6724 

Now available in microfiche, this quarterly publication, first issued 
in 1944, presents Canada's export trade data (values only) by 
country and commodity according to the Harmonized System 
(H.S.) at the two-digit level showing the latest quarter together 
with the cumulative year-to-date totals (distributed by province of 
origin). 
Note: Similar data in greater detail but on an annual basis Is presented 
in 65-202-XPB, Exports: merchandise trade. 

	

Per Issue 	PerYear 
Canada: 	 $60.00 	$200.00 
United States: 	US $72.00 	US $240.00 
Other Countries: 	US $84.00 	US $280.00 

65-004-XMB 

Exports by commodity. Monthly. First issue June 1995. 
Bilingual edition. 
ISSN 1181-6732 

This publication presents data on revenue and expense 
items from wholesalers and retailers by trade group and 
by province. There are 16 retail trade groups and 9 
wholesale trade groups. Profiles of the retail trade groups 
are provided for each individual province/territory and are 
comprised of: number of locations, total operating 
revenues, cost of goods sold, gross margin and employee 
earnings and benefits. At the national level for each retail 

Now available in microfiche, this publication, first issued in 1944, 
provides detailed export trade data (quantity and value) for the 
current month and year-to-date by commodity and country 
according to the Harmonized System (H.S.) at the six-digit level 
and summarized data by country, section (H S.) and province of 
origin. 
Note: Similar data in greater detail but on an annual basis is presented 
in 65-202-XPB, Exports: merchandise trade. 

	

Per Issue 	Peryear 
Canada: 	 $35.00 	$350.00 
United States: 	US $42.00 	US $420.00 
Other Countries: 	US $49.00 	US $490.00 

Wholesaling and retailing in Canada. Annual. 
First issue May 1995. Bilingual edition. 
ISSN 1201-0588 
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65-006-XMB 

Imports by country. Quarterly. First issue June 1995. 
Bilingual edition. 
ISSN 1181-6740 

Now available in microfiche, this quarterly publication, first 
issued in 1944, presents import trade data (values only) 
by country and commodity according to the Harmonized 
System (H.S.) at the two-digit level showing the latest 
quarter together with the cumulative year-to-date totals 
(distributed by province of clearance). 
Note: Publication 65-006-XPB details Canadian imports by 
quarter in descriptive terms which can be equated to the 
Harmonized System (H.S.). Similar data in greater detail but 
on an annual basis is presented in 65-203-XPB, Imports: 
merchandise trade. 

	

Per Issue 	Per Year 
Canada: 	 $60.00 	$200.00 
United States: 	US $72.00 	US $240.00 
Other Countries: 	US $84.00 	US $280.00 

65-007-XMB 

Imports by commodity. Monthly. First issue June 
1995. Bilingual edition. 

Now available in microfiche, this publication, first issued 
in 1944, presents detailed import trade data (quantity and 
value) for the current month and year-to-date by commodi-
ty and country according to the Harmonized System (H.S.) 
at the six-digit level and summarized data by country, sec-
tion (H.S.) and province of clearance. 
Note: Beginning with 1988, access to imports by commodity 
data is provided by the Customs Tariff (Catalogue RV55-21 
1996E available from the Canadian Government Publishing 
Centre). Previous to 1988 access was provided by 
65-502-XPB. Similar data in greater detail (values only) 
but on an annual basis is presented in 65-203-XPB, 
Imports: merchandise trade. 

	

Per Issue 	Per Year 
Canada: 	 $35.00 	$350.00 
United States: 	US $42.00 	US $420.00 
Other Countries: 	US $49.00 	US $490.00 

65-202-XMB 

Exports, merchandise trade. Annual. First issue 
June 1995. Bilingual edition. 

Now available in microfiche, this publication, first issued 
in 1939, provides detailed annual export data for the 
current year (quantity and value) by commodity and 
country according to the Harmonized System (H.S.) at 
the six-digit level. Also included are summarized data by 
country and principal trading areas for up to ten years; 
province of origin by country of destination (including 
American states); the mode of transport for the current 
year; and summary export categories by country for five 
years. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $100.00 
United States: 	US $120.00 
Other Countries: 	US $140.00 

65-203-XMB 
Imports, merchandise trade. Annual. First issue June 
1995. Bilingual edition. 

ISSN 1181 -6775 

Now available in microfiche, this publication, first issued in 1939, 
provides detailed annual import data for the current year, showing 
values only by commodity and country according to the 
Harmonized System (H.S.) at the six-digit level. Also included 
are summarized data by country of origin, country of consignment 
and principal trading areas for up to ten years; province of 
clearance by country (including American states): the mode of 
transport for the current year; and summary import categories by 
country of origin for five years. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $100.00 
United States: 	US $120.00 
Other Countries: 	US $140.00 

65F0004XCB 

Canadian merchandise trade statistics (TIERS). 
Annual. First issue 1995. Bilingual edition. 

Revised monthly merchandise trade data are available on 
CD-ROM. Over 16,000 imports are listed to the 10 digit level and 
6,000 exports are shown at the 8 digit level for approximately 200 
countries. The built-in retrieval system, TIERS, allows one to 
aggregate, multiple select, sort, save and print the data. Variables 
to choose from include value, quantity, province, country and U.S. 
state. A separate function, HS6LOOK, facilitates the search for a 
required commodity code with the simple input of a product 
description. Harmonized System descriptions are available during 
a data request at the HS-8 and 10 digit level. 
Note: A discount is available to Canadian educational institutions. All 
prices are subject to Statistics Canada's Licence Agreement. 

Examples for purchase of CD-ROM Annual Subscriptions: 

1994 $1,000.00 
1993-94 $1,500.00 
1993 $1,000.00 
Each previous year $500.00 

65F0005XCB 

The world trade database CD-ROM, 1980-1 993. Annual. 
First issue Mar. 1995. Bilingual edition. 

The world trade database CD-ROM includes a complete matrix 
of international trade flows for 160 countries and 600 commodities 
from 1980. World trade data are adjusted to alleviate the 
inconsistencies to data as reported by the member countries of 
the United Nations. Import figures are treated as the benchmarks 
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and estimates are made for non-reporting or late reporting 	 Per Issue 
countries. Exports to entrepôt countries are re-allocated. 	 Canada: 	 $65.00 All values are shown in U.S. dollars. 	 United States: 	 US $78.00 

The world trade database CD-ROM 1 98O-93 	
Other Countries: 	US $91.00 

$3,500.00 	 68-508-XPB 
Annual updates including revisions: $1,500.00 

Not.: A discount is available to Canadian educational 
institutions. All prices are subject to Statistics Canada's 
Licence Agreement. 

Government Finance 

68-21 2-XPB 

Public sector finance, Financial Management 
System. Annual. First issue 1995. Bilingual edition. 

ISSN 1201-6284 

This new annual publication is a comprehensive, 
consistent and efficient source of government statistics. It 
contains data on the sources of government revenue, the 
main purposes of government spending, as well as 
complete balance sheet and debt statistics for all levels of 
government. Revenue, expense and balance sheet 
statistics for government business enterprises are also 
included. 

Public sector assets and liabilities, historical 
overview. Occasional. Released Apr. 1994. Bilingual edition. 

ISBN 0-660-54.898-4 

Based on the Financial Management System, Public Institutions 
Division offers, for the first time, an historical overview of asset 
and liability statistics for the federal, provincial/territorial and local 
governments and government business enterprises in Canada. 
Also included are consolidated balance sheets, guaranteed debt 
and Canada and Quebec pension plan balance sheets. For the 
first time, an historical overview presenting financial information 
for governments that is comparable between governments and 
over a period of time is included. 

Per Issue 

Canada: 	 $56.00 
United States: 	 US $67.00 
Other Countries: 	US $78.00 
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Labour Force 

71-529-XPB 

Labour force annual averages, 1989-1 994. 
Occasional. Released Mar. 1995. Bilingual edition. 
ISBN 0-660-58918-4 

This publication provides annual averages of the tables 
contained in the monthly 71-001 for the years 1981 to 
1988. Revised to the latest Census of Population bench-
mark (1986), the tables contained in this publication have 
been redesigned in order to provide a greater range of 
data for the user. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $120.00 
United States: 	US $144.00 
Other Countries: 	US $168.00 

71-535-MPB 

Work absence rates, 1977 to 1994 (Analytic 
reports). Occasional. Released Apr. 1995. Bilingual 
edition. 
ISBN 0-660-58921-4 

This publication presents trends in absences from work 
over the last 18 years. Data are published on incidence of 
absence (proportion of the work force absent in any given 
week), inactivity rate (proportion of work hours lost due to 
absence), and number of days lost per worker in the year. 
The reasons for absences (illness or disability, and 
personal or family responsibilities) are provided for each 
measure. The series of tables cover absence rates by sex 
for detailed industries, major occupations, and major age 
groups, as well as total absence rates by province. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $40.00 
United States: 	US $48.00 
Other Countries: 	US $56.00 

71 -540-XPB 

Help-wanted Index. Occasional. Released Apr. 
1994. Bilingual edition. 

This publication contains the Help-wanted Index which is 
the only indicator of labour demand compiled by Statistics 
Canada on a regular basis. The tables in the publication 
show monthly data for the Atlantic provinces, Quebec, 
Ontario, the Prairie provinces and British Columbia, as 
well as annual averages for selected metropolitan areas. 
The charts display the Help-wanted Index together with 
other labour market indicators such as the unemployment 
rate. There is also a note on the methodology explaining 
how the data are collected, and how the index is derived, 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $29.00 
United States: 	US $35.00 
Other Countries: 	US $41.00  

71 F0001 XCB 

LMAS-CD (Labour Market Activity Survey). Occasional. 
Released May 1994. Bilingual edition. 

The rich source of demographic and labour market activity 
information that is the Labour Market Activity Survey (LMAS) is 
now available on compact disk to everyone with a personal 
computer. The files contain all the important demographic 
variables such as province, age, sex, marital status, education, 
visible minority membership, disability and immigration status for 
60,000 persons each year representing the Canadian population 
from 1986 to 1990. They contain information about the jobs people 
held: type of activity, schedules, wages, earnings, unionization, 
pension coverage, and self-employment; there is also information 
about unemployment spells, unpaid absences, training and 
schooling, sources of income and some family characteristics. 
Any of the variables can be combined with others to create a 
virtually unlimited number of tables for analysis. 

The three disks contain seven separate files and each file contains 
about 60,000 samples of individuals: five different samples 
represent the annual populations, 1986 to 1990; a file contains 
1986-87 two-year histories for a sample of individuals, and a file 
contains 1988-1990 three-year histories for another sample of 
individuals. 

Educational (single use): $600.00 
Educational (network use): $1,000.00 
All others (1-3 users): $2,000.00 
All others (4-10 users): $3,500.00 
All others (11-20 users): $5,000.00 
All others (more than 21 users): $6,000.00 

71 F0004XCB 

Labour force historical review. Occasional. Released Jan. 
1995. Bilingual edition. 
ISBN 0-660-58935-4 

This CD contains monthly and annual estimates from the Labour 
Force Survey, covering the period 1976 to 1994.These estimates 
have been rebased to the 1991 Census, and revised to reflect 
the census undercount and the inclusion of non-permanent 
residents. The main section of the CD contains 42 tables of 
monthly and annual averages from 1976 to 1994 at the national 
and provincial levels, and 7 tables of 3 month moving averages 
and annual averages from 1987 to 1994 at the sub-provincial level. 
The data sets are accessed through a software called Ivision that 
allows the user to modify the dimensions of the data displayed, 
create charts and maps, and print the output. Data is easily 
transferred to other software packages such as spreadsheets. 
Note: The contents of the tables correspond to those in the publication 
Labour force annual averages 71-529-XPB or 71-220-XPB. The CD 
also contains methodological notes and a brief analysis of the labour 
market from 1976 to 1994. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $395.00 
United States: 	US $395.00 
Other Countries: 	US $395.00 
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Unemployment Insurance 

73-505-XPE 
Workers, firms and unemployment insurance in 
Canada. Occasional. Released Dec. 1994. English 
and French editions. 
ISBN 0-660-1 5563-X 

Many Canadians have come to rely frequently on unem-
ployment insurance. To some important degree, this 
reflects the structure of jobs and the human resource 
decisions of firms. In particular, many employers tend to 
rely on temporary layoffs as a means of adjusting to 
periods of depressed sales. How should frequent use of 
unemployment insurance be interpreted? Does it arise 
from changes in worker behaviour in response to the avail-
ability and generosity of benefits? Or does it reflect broader 
forces associated with the availability of jobs and the 
structure of employment relations between workers and 
firms? Just what role do firms play in determining how the 
program is used? These are some of the questions 
addressed in this publication. It also contains a series of 
data appendices that document unemployment insurance 
benefits and taxes at a detailed industry level. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $33.00 
United States: 	US $40.00 
Other Countries: 	US $47.00 

Employee Benefit Plans 

74-401 -XPB 
Pension plans In Canada. Biennial. Released Feb. 1994. 
Bilingual edition. 

ISSN 0701-5488 

This publication provides information on all occupational pension 
plans sponsored by employers in both the public and private 
sectors. Information is presented on male and female membership; 
provincial distribution of members; labour force coverage; eligibility 
conditions; contribution and benefit rates: retirement ages; 
contributions paid into the plans; and vesting and indexing 
provisions. Also included are two special sections on recipients 
of pension benefits and contributors to RRSPs. Special tabulations 
are available to meet specific needs. 
Note: For December 1995 only, 74-401-XPB will be replaced by 
74-507.XPB. This publication will be released early in 1996. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $39.00 
United States: 	US $47.00 
Other Countries: 	US $55.00 
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Health Reports or Public Health 

11-612-MPE no. 8 
Health status of Canadians: report of the 1991 
General Social Survey. Occasional. Released Apr. 
1994. English and French editions. 

ISBN 0-660-1 5392-0 

This publication presents findings from the 1991 General 
Social Survey on Canadians' Health, analyzing trends in 
their health status, their use of the health care system, 
and their lifestyle risk factors. Data are tabulated at the 
national and provincial levels. A focus of the report is the 
health status of people aged 65 to 74 and those aged 75 
and over. 

Per Issue 

Canada: 	 $40.00 
United States: 	 US $48.00 
Other Countries: 	US $56.00 

82-21 6-XMB 
Hospital morbidity and surgical procedures. 
Annual. First issue Nov. 1995. Bilingual edition. 

First issued in 1990/91, this report is now available in 
microfiche. In the first part of this report the tables present 
data on separations from general and special hospitals, 
listing the external causes of injury and poisoning based 
on International Class of Diseases and Surgical 
Procedures by Canadian Class of Diagnostic, Therapeutic 
and Surgical Procedures. The second part of the report 
provides data on separations from general and allied 
special hospitals involving surgery or therapeutic 
procedures. The data are organized according to the 
Canadian Classification of Diagnostics, Therapeutic and 
Surgical Procedures (CCP). The tables in this report are 
based on the Surgical Short List which is an abridged list 
of CCP codes. 

Note: In 1995 this publication absorbed 82-2 17. Both the 
microfiche edition and its paper counterpart (82-216-XPB) 
will be replaced by a diskette version (82-216-XDB) in 1996. 

Per Issue 

Canada: 	 $35.00 
United States: 	 US $42.00 
Other Countries: 	US $49.00 

82-21 9-XMB 
Therapeutic abortions. Annual. First issue July 
1995. Bilingual edition. 

First issued in 1991, these tables are now available in 
microfiche. Statistical tables relate primarily to the thera- 
peutic abortions performed in Canada and by province 

(area) of residence of the Canadian women obtaining abortions, 
and provides their selected demographic and medical 
characteristics. It also includes information about the legal 
abortions obtained by Canadian residents as reported by some 
of the states in the United States. 

Note: This microfiche product is to be discontinued in 1996. 

Per Issue 

Canada: 	 $25.00 
United States: 	 US $30.00 
Other Countries: 	 US $35.00 

82-220-XMB 
Tuberculosis statistics. Annual. First issue June 1995. 
Bilingual edition. 

First issued in 1991, the tables are now available in microfiche. 
The tables present data on all reported cases of tuberculosis in 
the population irrespective of where treatment is taking place. 
They provide more detailed data on new and reactivated cases 
of tuberculosis by province, age, diagnosis, origin and 
bacteriological status. 

Note: Both this 1995 microfiche edition and its paper counterpart 
(82-220-XPB), first issued in 1991, will be replaced by a diskette 
version (82-220-XDB) in 1996. 

Per Issue 

Canada: 	 $25.00 
United States: 	 US $30.00 
Other Countries: 	 US $35.00 

82-548-XPB 
Selected mortality statistics, Canada, 1921 -1 990. 
Occasional. Released 1994. Bilingual edition. 

ISBN 0-660-54875-5 

This publication is a compilation of historical data relating to the 
demographic aspects of death data for Canada, the 10 provinces, 
and the two territories from 1921 to 1990. Major topics included 
in this publication relate to: the numbers and rates of deaths, age-
specific and age-standardized death rates, mean and median age 
of decedents, deaths by age, sex, and marital status, natural 
increase of the population and rates, and life expectancy. This 
publication contains the following sections: (a) a narrative 
description of Canada's death data, supplemented by a number 
of charts depicting levels and trends of mortality indicators; (b) a 
set of statistical tables containing historical death data since 1921. 

Note: The statistical data in this publication, along with complete 
documentation, will shortly be available in electronic form from the 
Canadian Centre for Health Information. 

Per Issue 

Canada: 	 $40.00 
United States: 	 US $48.00 
Other Countries: 	 US $56.00 
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82-550-XPB 

Selected therapeutic abortions statistics, 
1970-1991 Occasional. Released 1994. Bilingual 
edition. 
ISBN 0-660-54877-1 

This publication is a compilation of historical data related 
to selected therapeutic abortion statistics from 1970-1991 
for Canada, the ten provinces and the two territories. Major 
topics included in this publication relate to: numbers and 
rates of therapeutic abortions: age specific abortion rates; 
teenage abortion rates: counts of abortions and rates from 
abortion clinics in Canada: counts of legal abortions from 
selected states, especially along the Canada - United 
States border: and selected demographic and medical 
characteristics of the Canadian women who obtained 
abortions in Canada. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $40.00 
United States: 	US $48.00 
Other Countries: 	US $56.00 

82-567-XPB 
National Population Health Survey overview. 
Occasional. Released Sept. 1995. Bilingual edition. 
ISBN 0-660-58929-X 

Statistics Canada's National Population Health Survey 
(NPHS) has been designed to measure the health status 
of Canadians, and in so doing, expand knowledge of the 
determinants of health. This overview is part of the first 
release of NPHS data. It illustrates the variety of 
information available by presenting data on perceived 
health, chronic conditions, injuries, depression, smoking, 
alcohol consumption, physical activity, consultations with 
medical professionals, use of medications, and use of 
alternative medicine, A section on immigrant health shows 
the potential for analyzing sub-populations. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $10.00 
United States: 	US $12.00 
Other Countries: 	US $14.00 

82F0001 XC B 

National Population Health Survey 1994-1995. 
Biennial. First issue Sept. 1995. Bilingual edition. 
ISSN 1203-2824 

The National Population Health Survey (NPHS) uses the 
Labour Force Survey sampling frame to draw a sample of 
approximately 22,000 households. The sample is 
distributed over four quarterly collection periods. In each 
household, some limited information is collected from all 
household members and one person, aged 12 years and 
over, in each household is randomly selected for a more 
in-depth interview. 

The questionnaire includes content related to health status, use 
of health services, determinants ot health and a range of 
demographic and economic information. For example, the health 
status information includes self-perception of health, a health 
status index, chronic conditions, and activity restrictions. The use 
of health services is probed through visits to health care providers, 
both traditional and non-traditional, and the use of drugs and other 
medications. Health determinants include smoking, alcohol use, 
physical activity and in the first survey, emphasis has been placed 
on the collection of selected psycho-social factors that may 
influence health, such as stress, self-esteem and social support. 
The demographic and economic information includes age, sex, 
education, ethnicity, household income and labour force status. 
Note: The 1996-1997 edition will be numbered 82M0009XCB. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $1,600.00 
United States: 	US $1600.00 
Other Countries: 	US $1,600.00 

Vital Statistics 

84-21 3-XMB 

Divorces. Annual. First issue Sept. 199E. Bilingual edition. 

The microfiche version of the report Divorces, first issued in 1991, 
presents data on divorces for Canada and the provinces. The 
counts of divorces included in this report represent the "decrees 
absolute" granted and do not include any other form of marital 
dissolution, such as for example, separations.. 
Note: In 1996, this microfiche edition and its paper counterpart will be 
replaced by a diskette version (84-213-XDB) 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $25.00 
United States: 	US $30.00 
Other Countries: 	US $35.00 

Justice Statistics 

85-51 1-XPE 

Profile of courts in Canada. Occasional. Released Mar. 
1995. English and French editions. 
ISBN 0-660-15593-1 

This publication presents detailed descriptive information on the 
operation of the court system across Canada. It includes a 
presentation of the levels and jurisdiction of the courts, the duties 
of the key functionaries, the structure and administration of the 
various court services branches, and local services to the courts. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $50.00 
United States: 	 US $60.00 
Other Countries: 	US $70.00 
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Social Analytical Studies 
11-612-MPE no. 9 
Family and friends (General Social Survey analysis 
series no. 9). Occasional. Released Aug. 1994. English and 
French editions. 

ISBN 0-660-15354-8 

Canadians face many decisions concerning their relationships 
with family and friends. One chapter focuses solely on the family 
structures and dynamics of older Canadians - those aged 45 to 
64 and those aged 65 and over. A number of articles based on 
the General Social Survey data have already been published in 
Canadian social trends, Perspectives on labour and income, and 
other publications. Now this report provides more extensive 
analyses, including detailed tabulations and some comparisons 
with the 1984 Family History Survey. 

Per Issue 

Canada: 	 $40.00 
United States: 	US $48.00 
Other Countries: 	US $56.00 

89-540-XPE 

Dimensions of job: family tension. Occasional. 
Released 1994. English and French editions. 
ISBN 0-660-15436-6 

This report is the first national study to document characteristics 
of persons who are heavily involved in family care that goes beyond 
care of their own children. Canada's rapidly aging population 
means a growing number of workers will have to provide more 
care to parents, spouses or other close relatives. The study was 
written by Dr. Leroy Stone with support from authorities on the 
problems of balancing job and family obligations. Included are 
chapters by two authorities in the field: Dr. Alfred Khan and Dr. 
Sheila Kamerman. Dr. Donna Lero, a leading Canadian authority 
on child care, co-wrote one chapter. The writers drew upon several 
of Statistics Canada's national surveys and its new total work 
accounts system. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $24.95 
United States: 	US $30.00 
Other Countries: 	US $35.00 

89-541 -XPE 
Family violence in Canada. Occasional. Released June 
1994. English and French editions. 
ISBN 0-660-1 5557-5 

This publication presents the results of a number of activities and 
projects undertaken by Statistics Canada to identify the nature 
and extent of family violence in Canada. It is divided into four 
chapters: the first chapter presents the prevalence of wife assault 
and spousal homicide; the second addresses child abuse; the 
third focuses on the abuse of seniors; and the final chapter reports 
on criminal justice processing of family violence cases. Information 

Culture Statistics 

87-211 -XPB 

Canada's culture, heritage and identity: a 
statistical perspective. Annual. First issue 
Dec. 1995. Bilingual edition. 
ISSN 1203-4533 

This publication provides annual information on the na-
tion's cultural fabric. The 107 page statistical compendium 
replaces eight former publications. It is an invaluable tool 
for students, teachers, policy-makers and members of the 
cultural sector, a sector which plays an important social 
and economic role in Canada. 

Basic data on Canadian identity and cultural diversity, 
culture in homes, government financial support and 
cultural exports are included. In addition, the publication 
profiles individual cultural sectors, such as book and 
periodical publishing, performing arts and music, visual 
arts, radio and television, and film and video production. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $30.00 
United States: 	US $36.00 
Other Countries: 	US $42.00 

Science and Technology 

88-5 1 2-XPB 
Technology adoption in Canadian 
manufacturing. Occasional. Released Mar. 1995. 
Bilingual edition. 
ISBN 0-660-58917-6 

The Survey of Innovation andTechnology consists of three 
main parts: the first deals with innovation and its charac-
teristics; the second investigates advanced technology 
use; and the third covers the problems and benefits that 
establishments encounter in adopting advanced techno-
logy. This report focuses on the second topic, advanced 
technology use. Future reports will discuss the other two 
topics. 
Note: First in the series Survey of Innovation and Advanced 
Technology 1993. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $43.00 
United States: 	US $52.00 
Other Countries: 	US $61.00 
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on these areas is derived from various national studies, 
including: a national survey on violence against women; 
a national survey on transition homes; a survey to examine 
cases of child abuse reported to pediatric hospitals; a 
descriptive study of legislation and services provided by 
provincial child welfare systems; and police reported data 
on cases of family violence and domestic homicides. 
Tables, graphs and analysis present the nature and extent 
of family violence according to the results of the various 
studies. Also included are brief descriptions of the 
methodology of each of these studies. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $35.00 
United States: 	US $42.00 
Other Countries: 	US $49.00 

89-544-XPE 
As time goes by...time use of Canadians. 
Occasional. Released Dec. 1995. English and French 
editions. 
ISBN 0-660-15572-9 

This study provides a detailed analysis of findings based 
on the 1992 General Social Survey of Time Use. It 
examines the daily behaviour patterns and inherent time 

stress of key population groups among Canadians aged 15 and 
over. Men and women have been grouped into four broad age 
categories: youths, 15 to 24: baby boomers, 25-44: mid-agers. 
45-64; and seniors, 65 and over. Key population cohorts were 
subsequently created by combining the significant dimensions 
that make up the various roles that individuals play over the life 
cycle (e.g., main activity, sex, marital status, child status and for 
seniors, living arrangements). Inter-group differences are explored 
in the average time spent on both paid and unpaid work activities, 
personal care and the time left for leisure activities. A number of 
issues are investigated such as equality of work and leisure within 
the family, the impact of the influx of women into the labour force, 
the responsibility for care giving of children and elderly parents 
and more general concerns related to the aging of the population. 
As well, inter-group differences in the tensions arising from the 
effort to balance work and educational responsibilities with 
personal needs and family obligations are examined. The 
concluding chapter provides a snapshot of Canadian men and 
women at work and at play at various stages over the life cycle. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $40.00 
United States: 	US $48.00 
Other Countries: 	US $56.00 
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Population Estimates and Projections 

1 OF0008XCB 

The Canada 1986 Census Profiles CD-ROM. 
Released May 1994. Bilingual edition. 

Two sets of profiles are available: the first (2A) presents 
the basic data collected from all Canadian households: 
the second (2B) presents the detailed socio-economic data 
collected from a 20% sample of households. 

Canada: 
Census sub-divisions (CSD) - $100.00 
CSD, forward sortation areas (FSA) - $200.00 
CSD, census tracts (CT) - $300.00 
CSD, FSA, CT - $400.00 
CSD. FSA, CT, enumeration area (EA) - $500.00 

Prices for U.S. and other foreign orders are the same, but 
in US dollars. 

91 -520-XPB 

Population projections for Canada, provinces 
and territories, 1993-2016. Occasional. Released 
Jan. 1995. Bilingual edition. 

ISBN 0-660-589 1 6-8 

This new publication's projections are based on the 
population estimates as of July 1 1993, adjusted for net 
census undercoverage. Nonpermanent residents are 
included with an additional adjustment for returning 
Canadians. The projections take into account recent and 
emerging demographic trends in fertility, mortality, and 
migration (both international and internal). A range of 
scenarios by age and sex are provided to 2016 for Canada, 
provinces and territories; and to 2041 for Canada. 

Note: Several of this publications tables offer projections to 
2031. 

Per Issue 

Canada: 	 $50.00 
United States: 	 US $60.00 
Other Countries: 	US $70.00 

91-522-XPB 

Projections of households and families for 
Canada. Occasional. Released 1995. Bilingual edition. 

ISBN 0-660-58932-X 

These new household and family projections, based on 
the 1993-2016 population projections, take into account 
recent and emerging trends in the growth and structure of 
households and families. They include a range of 
scenarios with such breakdowns as family and non-family 
households, lone-parent families, size of household/family, 
and the age and sex distribution of household maintainer/ 
family reference persons. 

Per Issue 

Canada: 	 $45.00 
United States: 	 US $54.00 
Other Countries: 	US $63.00  

91 -537-XPB 

Revised intercensal population and family. Occasional. 
Released 1994. Bilingual edition. 

ISBN 0-660-54899-2 

These revised estimates are based on results of the censuses, 
and the Agency's estimates of the number of people not counted 
by the Census. In addition, they now include non-permanent 
residents. This publication contains the following data: intercensal 
estimates of the population for Canada, the provinces and 
territories, by sex and single years of age, as of July 1, for the 
years 1971 to 1991: intercensal estimates of the population for 
Canada, the provinces and territories, by sex, marital status, and 
single years of age from 15 to 44, and five-year age groups from 
45 to 90 years and over, as of July 1, for the years 1971 to 1991; 
intercensal estimates of the total population for census divisions 
and census metropolitan areas according to the 1991 boundaries, 
as of July 1, for the years 1986 to 1991; intercensal estimates of 
census families for Canada, the provinces and territories, by type 
of family (husband-wife, lone-parent), size, sex and age of parents, 
and age of children, as of July 1, for the years 1986 to 1991. This 
publication also includes highlights of the demographic trends, a 
brief description of the methods used to produce estimates, and 
definitions of terminology. 

Per Issue 

Canada: 	 $100.00 
United States: 	 US $120.00 
Other Countries: 	US $140.00 

91 -543-XPE 

Family over the life course. Occasional. Released 1995. 
English and French editions. 

ISBN 0-660-1 5565-6 

Over the course of history, the family has shown a remarkable 
capacity for adapting itself, even in concept, to the prevailing social 
and economic conditions. In recent years the family has faced 
some particularly striking challenges. 

By combining cross-sectional and life-course methodological 
approaches. The family over the life course shows how an aging 
population, low fertility, and increasing economic stress have 
affected the family situation of men and women at different ages. 
It then indicates how these effects may evolve in the immediate 
future. 

Per Issue 

Canada: 	 $38.00 
United States: 	 US $46.00 
Other Countries: 	US $54.00 

96-304-XPE 

Daily highlights of the 1991 Census. Released Mar. 
1994. English and French editions. 

ISBN 0-660-14311-9 

With each major release of data from the 1991 Census database, 
highlights of major trends and findings are published in Statistics 
Canada's official release vehicle, The Daily. A compilation of the 
highlights from The Daily will be published following the final 
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release of data from the 20% sample database. This 
compilation is a handy desktop reference of major 
conclusions from the 1991 Census and provides data 
users with a summary of the full range of data released 
from Canada's national statistical agency. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $10.00 
United States: 	US $12.00 
Other Countries: 	US $14.00 

1991 Census Technical Reports: Reference 
Products 

1991 Census of Population 

The 1991 Census was a large and complex undertaking. 
While considerable effort was taken to ensure high quality 
standards throughout all collection and processing 
operations, the results are subject to a certain degree of 
error. The technical reports examine the quality of the 1991 
Census data. Technical reports look at definitions, 
concepts and components of variables, collection and 
coverage, regional and head office processing, edit and 
imputation, data evaluation and quality, and historical 
comparability with data from previous censuses. This 
series is aimed at moderate and sophisticated users but 
is writlen in a manner which could make it useful to all 
census data users.Two additional methodological reports 
on coverage and on sampling and weighting also provide 
valuable assistance to the users in assessing the 
usefulness of the data for their own applications. 

92-327-XPE 

Fertility. Released Dec. 1994. English and French 
editions. 
ISBN 0-660-14260-0 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $20.00 
United States: 	US $24.00 
Other Countries: 	US $28.00 

92-337-XPE 

Labour force activity. Released Dec. 1994. English 
and French editions. 
ISBN 0-660-14270-8 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $20.00 
United States: 	US $24.00 
Other Countries: 	US $28.00 

92-339-XPE 

Occupation according to the 1980 Standard 
Occupational Classification. Released Dec. 1994. 
English and French editions. 
ISBN 0-660-14272-4 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $20.00 
United States: 	US $24.00 
Other Countries: 	US $28.00 

Aboriginal Peoples Products: Data Products 

1991 Census of Population 

A series of publications that focus on persons who reported, during 
the 1991 Census, that they were registered under the Indian Act 
of Canada or who reported at least one aboriginal origin such as 
North American Indian, Métis or Inuit. The following publications 
cover a wide range of census variables for each aboriginal group 
and for the non-aboriginal population. Please note that, in the 
first quarter of 1992, consultations were undertaken to determine 
detailed requirements for this series, as well as for other 
complementary products. 

94-325-XPB 

Profile of Canada's aboriginal population. Released 
Mar. 1994. Bilingual edition, 
ISBN 0-660-57 1 72-2 

This publication presents a statistical overiew of each aboriginal 
group in comparison with the non-aboriginal population. A wide 
range of demographic and socio-economic variables is displayed 
by individual entries and grouped under six main headings. This 
publication also provides a profile of demographic and socio-
economic characteristics for the population with aboriginal origins 
and/or Indian registration for Canada, provinces and territories. It 
is based on 20% sample data collected b the 1991 Census of 
Canada. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $40.00 
United States: 	US $48.00 
Other Countries: 	US $56.00 

94-326-XPB 

Canada's aboriginal population by census 
subdivision and census metropolitan areas. Released 
Apr. 1994. Bilingual edition. 
ISBN 0-660-57173-0 

This publication provides data from the 1991 Census of Population 
on aboriginal ancestry. Indian registration and Indian band 
membership. It contains two tables: one presents data for Canada, 
the provinces and the territories and census subdivisions; the 
other presents data for census metropolitan areas. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $25.00 
United States: 	US $30.00 
Other Countries: 	US $35.00 
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Area Profile Series: Data Products 

1991 Census of Population: Census Metropolitan 
Areas and Census Agglomerations 

The 100% and 20% sample profiles show data within each 
province for census metropolitan areas (CMAs) as a group, 
census agglomerations (CAs) as a group, and the areas 
outside CMAs and CAs as a group. The areas outside 
CMAs and CAs are shown by population size. Separate 
profiles are shown for rural farm and rural non-farm areas 
within CMAs, within CAs, and outside CMAs and CAs. 

95-304-XPB 
Profile of census tracts in St. John's. Part B. 
Released Dec. 1994. Bilingual edition. 

ISBN 0-660-57177-3 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census 
publication no. 95-150. 

Per Issue 

Canada: 	 $35.00 
United States: 	US $42.00 
Other Countries: 	US $49.00 

95-322-XPB 
Profile of census tracts in Moncton and Saint 
John. Part B. Released Dec. 1994. Bilingual edition. 
ISBN 0-660-57195-1 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census 
publications nos. 95-128 and 95-146. 

Per Issue 

Canada: 	 $40.00 
United States: 	US $48.00 
Other Countries: 	US $56.00 

95-328-XPB 
Profile of census tracts in Chicoutimi, 
Jonquiere, Sherbrooke and Trois-Rivières. 
Part B. Released Sept. 1994. Bilingual edition. 

ISBN 0-660-57201-X 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census 
publications nos. 95-106. 95-158 and 95-166. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $45.00 
United States: 	US $54.00 
Other Countries: 	US $63.00 

95-330-XPB 
Profile of census tracts in Montreal. Part B. 
Released Sept. 1994. Bilingual edition. 
ISBN 0-660-57203-6 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census 
publication no. 95-130. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $100.00 
United States: 	US $120.00 
Other Countries: 	US $140.00 

95-333-XPB 
Profile of census tracts in Québec. Part B. Released 
Sept. 1994. Bilingual edition. 

ISBN 0-660-57206-0 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census publication 
no. 95-142. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $45.00 
United States: 	 US $54.00 
Other Countries: 	US $63.00 

95-340-XPB 
Profile of census tracts in Bradford, Gueiph, 
Kitchener and St. Catharines. Part B. Released Sept. 
1994. Bilingual edition. 

ISBN 0.660.57213-3 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census publications nos. 
95-102, 95.110, 95-122 and 95-148. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $55.00 
United States: 	 US $66.00 
Other Countries: 	US $77.00 

95-342-XPB 
Profile of census tracts in Hamilton. Part B. Released 
Sept. 1994. Bilingual edition. 
ISBN 0-660-572 1 5-X 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census publication 
no. 95-114. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $40.00 
United States: 	 US $48.00 
Other Countries: 	US $56.00 

95-345-XPB 
Profile of census tracts in Kingston, Oshawa, and 
Peterborough. Part B. Released Sept. 1994. Bilingual 
edition. 
ISBN 0-660-57218-4 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census publications nos. 
95-120, 95-134 and 95-138. 

Per Issue 

Canada: 	 $45.00 
United States: 	US $54.00 
Other Countries: 	US $63.00 
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95-347-XPB 

Profile of census tracts in London, Sarnia and 
Windsor. Part B. Released Sept. 1994. Bilingual 
edition. 
ISBN 0-660-57220-6 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census 
publications nos. 95-126, 95-152 and 95-172. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $50.00 
United States: 	US $60.00 
Other Countries: 	US $70.00 

95-349-XPB 

Profile of census tracts In North Bay, Sault Ste. 
Marie, Sudbury and Thunder Bay. Part B. 
Released Sept. 1994. Bilingual edition. 
ISBN 0-660-57222-2 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census 
publications nos. 95-132. 95-156, 95-160 and 95-162. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $50.00 
United States: 	US $60.00 
Other Countries: 	US $70.00 

95-351-XPB 

Profile of census tracts in Ottawa-Hull. Part B. 
Released Sept. 1994, Bilingual edition. 
ISBN 0-660-57224-9 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census 
publication no, 95-136. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $50.00 
United States: 	US $60.00 
Other Countries: 	US $70.00 

95-354-XPB 

Profile of census tracts in Toronto. Part B. 
Released Sept. 1994. Bilingual edition. 
ISBN 0-660-57227-3 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census 
publication no. 95-164. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $100.00 
United States: 	US $120.00 
Other Countries: 	US $140.00 

95-361 -XPB 

Profile of census tracts in Winnipeg. Part B. 
Released Sept. 1994. Bilingual edition. 
ISBN 0-660-57234-6 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census 
publication no. 95-174. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $40.00 
United States: 	US $48.00 
Other Countries: 	US $56.00 

95-368-XPB 
Profile of census tracts in Regina and Saskatoon. 
Part B. Released Sept. 1994. Bilingudl edition. 
ISBN 0-660-57241-9 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census publications 
nos. 95-144 and 95-154. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $40.00 
United States: 	US $48.00 
Other Countries: 	US $56.00 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $40.00 
United States: 	US $48.00 
Other Countries: 	US $56.00 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $50.00 
United States: 	US $60.00 
Other Countries: 	US $70.00 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $3500 
United States: 	US $42 00 
Other Countries: 	US $49.00 

95-375-XPB 

Profile of census tracts in Calgary. Part B. Released 
Sept. 1994. Bilingual edition. 
ISBN 0-660-57248-6 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 198ti Census publication no 
95-104. 

95-378-XPB 

Profile of census tracts in Edmonton. Part B. Released 
Sept. 1994- Bilingual edition. 
ISBN 0-660-57251-6 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census publication no. 
95-108. 

95-381 -XPB 

Profile of census tracts in Lethbridge and Red Deer. 
Part B. Released Sept. 1994. Bilingual edition. 
ISBN 0-660-57254-0 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census publication no. 
95-124. 
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95-387-XPB 	 95-302-XPB 

Profile of census tracts in Kamloops, Kelowna 	Profile of census divisions and subdivisions in 
and Prince George. Part B. Released Sept. 1994. 	Newfoundland. Part B. Released Mar. 1994. Bilingual 
Bilingual edition. 	 edition. 
ISBN 0-660-57260-5 	 ISBN 0-660-571 75-7 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census 
publications nos. 95-116, 95-118 and 95-140. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $45.00 
United States: 	US $54.00 
Other Countries: 	US $63.00 

95-389-XPB 

Profile of census tracts in Matsqui and 
Vancouver. Part B. Released Sept. 1994. Bilingual 
edition. 
ISBN 0-660-57262-1 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census 
publication no. 95-168. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $60.00 
United States: 	 US $72.00 
Other Countries: 	US $84.00 

95-392-XPB 

Profile of census tracts in Victoria. Part B. 
Released Sept. 1994. Bilingual edition. 
ISBN 0-660-57265-6 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census 
publication no. 95-170. 

Per Issue 

Canada: 	 $35.00 
United States: 	 US $42.00 
Other Countries: 	US $49.00 

Area Profile Series: Data Products 

1991 Census of Population: Provinces and Territories 

For each of the 12 provinces and territories, a 100% and 
a 20% sample data profile is presented by census divisions 
and census subdivisions. An alphabetical place name 
index with page references is included. 

93-340-XPB 

Profile of urban and rural areas. Part B. 
Canada, provinces and territories. Released Mar, 
1994. Bilingual edition. 
ISBN 0-660-57149-8 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $55.00 
United States: 	 US $66.00 
Other Countries: 	US $77.00  

Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census publication 
no. 94-102. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $70.00 
United States: 	 US $84.00 
Other Countries: 	US $98.00 

95-309-XPB 

Profile of census divisons and subdivisions in Prince 
Edward Island. Part B. Released Mar. 1994. Bilingual 
edition. 
ISBN 0-660-57 1 82-X 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census publication no. 
94-104. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $45.00 
United States: 	 US $54.00 
Other Countries: 	US $63.00 

95-31 3-XPB 

Profile of census divisions and subdivisions in Nova 
Scotia. Part B. Released Mar. 1994. Bilingual edition. 
ISBN 0-660-57186-2 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census publication no. 
94-106. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $45.00 
United States: 	 US $54.00 
Other Countries: 	US $63.00 

95-320-XPB 

Profile of census divisions and subdivisions in New 
Brunswick. Part B. Released Mar. 1994. Bilingual edition. 

ISBN 0-660-57193-5 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census publication no. 
94-108. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $60.00 
United States: 	 US $72.00 
Other Countries: 	US $84.00 

95-326-XPB 

Profile of census divisions and subdivisions in 
Quebec. Part B. Released Mar. 1994. Bilingual edition. 
ISBN 0-660-57199-4 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census publication no. 
94-110. 
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Per Issue 

Canada: 	 $185.00 
United States: 	US $222.00 
Other Countries: 	US $259.00 

95-338-XPB 

Profile of census divisions and subdivisions in 
Ontario. Part B. Released Mar. 1994. Bilingual 
edition. 
ISBN 0-660-57211-7 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census 
publication no. 94-112. 

Per Issue 

Canada: 	 $130.00 
United States: 	US $156.00 
Other Countries: 	US $182.00 

95-359-XPB 

Profile of census divisions and subdivisions in 
Manitoba. Part B. Released Mar. 1994. Bilingual 
edition. 
ISBN 0-660-57232-X 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census 
publication no. 94-114. 

Per Issue 

Canada: 	 $60.00 
United States: 	US $72.00 
Other Countries: 	US $84.00 

95-366-XPB 
Profile of census divisions and subdivisions in 
Saskatchewan. Part B. Released Mar. 1994. 
Bilingual edition. 
ISBN 0-660-57239-7 
Note: For similar data for 19 , refer to 1986 Census 
publication no. 94-116. 

Per Issue 

Canada: 
	

$125.00 
United States: 
	

US $150.00 
Other Countries: 

	
US $175.00 

95-373-XPB 

Profile of census divisions and subdivisions in 
Alberta. Part B. Released Mar. 1994. Bilingual 
edition. 
ISBN 0-660-57246-X 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census 
publication no. 94-118. 

Per Issue 

Canada: 	 $70.00 
United States: 	US $84.00 
Other Countries: 	US $98.00 

95-385-X PB 

Profile of census divisions and subdivisions in 
British Columbia. Part B. Releasel Mar. 1994. Bilingual 
edition. 
ISBN 0-660-57258-3 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census publication 
no. 94-120. 

Per Issue 

Canada: 	 $70.00 
United States: 	US $84.00 
Other Countries: 	US $98.00 

95-396-XPB 

Profile of census divisions and subdivisions in the 
nikon. Part B. Released Mar. 1994. Bilingual edition. 
ISBN 0-660-57269-9 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census publication no. 
94-122. 

Per Issue 

Canada: 	 $35.00 
United States: 	US $42.00 
Other Countries: 	US $49.00 

95-398-XPB 

Profile of census divisions and subdivisions in the 
Northwest Territories. Part B. Released Mar. 1994. 
Bilingual edition. 
ISBN 0-660-57271-0 
Note: For similar data for 1986, refer to 1986 Census publication no. 
94-124. 

Per Issue 
Canada: 	 $35 00 
United States: 	US $42 00 
Other Countries: 	US $49 00 
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1991 Census Profiles CD-ROM 

Released May 1994. Bilingual edition. 

Products available on CD-ROM combine statistical data 
with reference material and software to allow easy access 
to large amounts of information. 

A CD-ROM version of the Area Profile data, with all levels 
of geographic coverage, is available. Software included 
with the data allows users to identify and locate data of 
interest and to bring these data into a work environment 
where they can be displayed, graphed, manipulated or 
transferred to user-owned commercial software. 

95F0072XCB 

Canada. 2A and 2B. 
Commercial Educational 
$7,500.00 	$3,700.00 

95F0073XC8 

Newfoundland. 2A and 2B. 
Commercial Educational 
$500.00 	$250.00 

95F0074XCB 

Prince Edward Island. 2A and 2B. 
Commercial Educational 
$500.00 	$250.00 

95F0075XCB 

Nova Scotia. 2A and 2B. 
Commercial Educational 
$1,000.00 	$500.00 

95F0076XC8 

New Brunswick. 2A and 2B. 
Commercial Educational 
$1000.00 	$500.00 

95F0077XC8 

Atlantic region. 2A and 2B. 
Commercial Educational 
$2,500.00 	$1,200.00 

95F0078XCB 

Quebec. 2A and 2B. 
Commercial Educational 
$3,500.00 	$1,750.00 

95F0079XCB 

Ontario. 2A and 2B. 
Commercial Educational 
$3,500.00 	$1,750.00  

95FOO8OXCB 

Manitoba. 2A and 2B. 
Commercial Educational 
$1,000.00 	$500.00 

95F0081 XCB 

Saskatchewan. 2A and 2B. 
Commercial Educational 
$1,000.00 	$500.00 

95F0082XCB 

Alberta. 2A and 2B. 
Commercial Educational 
$1,500.00 	$750.00 

95F0083XCB 

Prairie Region. 2A and 2B. 
Commercial Educational 
$2,500.00 	$1,250.00 

95F0084XCB 

British Columbia. 2A and 2B. 
Commercial Educational 
$2,000.00 	$1,000.00 

95F0085XCB 

Northwest Territories. 2A and 2B. 
Commercial Educational 
$500.00 	$250.00 

95F0086XCB 

Yukon. 2A and 2B. 
Commercial Educational 
$500.00 	$250.00 

1991 Census Public Use Microdata Files 

Microdata files are unique among census products in that they 
give users access to unaggregated data. This makes the public 
use microdata files (PUMFs) powerful research tools. Each file 
contains anonymous individual responses on a large number of 
variables. The PUMF user can group and manipulate these 
variables to suit hisTher own data and research requirements. 
Tabulations not included in other census products can be created 
or relationships between variables can be analysed by using 
different statistical tests. PUMFs provide quick access to a 
comprehensive social and economic database about Canada and 
its people. 

All subject-matter covered by the census is included in the 
microdata files. However, to ensure the anonymity of the 
respondents, geographic identifiers have been restricted to the 
provinces/territories and large metropolitan areas. 
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Census and Intercensal Studies 

Microdata files have traditionally been disseminated on 
magnetic tape, which required access to a mainframe 
computer. For the first time, the 1991 PUMFs will also be 
available on CD-ROM for microcomputer applications. 

The files contain 809,000 records, representing 3% of the 
population enumerated during the 1991 Census. Extensive 
demographic, social, cultural and economic information 
such age, schooling, ethno-cultural and income 
characteristics are provided. 
Note: The 1991 Census Public Use Microdata Files (PtJMFs) 
contain samples of anonymous responses to the 1991 
Census. The PUMF5 enabJe the development of statistical 
information about Canadians, the families and households to 
which they belong and the dwellings in which they live. Three 
files are available, the Individual File, the Household and 
Housing File and the Family File. 

95M0007XCB 
1991 Census public use microdata file: 
Individual File CD-ROM. Released May 1994. 
Bilingual edition. 

For any first file 	$1000.00 
For the second file 	$300.00 
For the third file 	$200.00 

95M0008XC B 
1991 Census public use microdata file: Household 
and Housing File CD-ROM. Released May 1994. Bilingual 
edition. 

For any first file 	$1000.00 
For the second file 	$300.00 
Forthe third file 	 $200.00 

95M0009XC B 
1991 Census public use microdata file: Family File 
CD-ROM. Released May 1994. Bilingual edition. 

For any first file 	$1000.00 
For the second file 	$300.00 
For the third file 	 $200.00 
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butter, cheddar cheese and other dairy products and by-products. 
Notes on concepts, methods and data quality are included. 
Note: As of July 1995 this publication became quarterly. 

Per Issue PerYear 
Canada: 	 $35.00 $115.00 
United States: 	US $42.00 US $138.00 
Other Countries: 	US $49.00 US $161.00 
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Frequency Change 

23-OO1QXPB 
The dairy review. Quarterly. First issue 1936. 
Bilingual edition. 
ISSN 0300-0753 

This publication is a statistical summary of the dairy 
situation in Canada and the provinces, including farm sales 
of milk for fluid and manufacturing purposes; cash receipts 
from farm sales; and production and stocks of creamery 
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Reinstated Publications 

51 -203-XPB 
Air carrier traflic at Canadian airports. Annual 
Reinstated 1995. Bilingual edition. 

ISSN 07017928 

This publication presents statistics on airline traffic such 
as the volume of flights, passengers and cargo, at 
Canadian airports. Data on Canadian and foreign airlines' 
regional and local scheduled services have been added 
to complement the data previously published on the major 

scheduled services and major charter services. The publication 
presents several summary tables which have been grouped into 
sections dealing with overall or specialized views of the airline 
industry. An analysis of the significant changes which have 
occurred in the survey period will be provided, by type of service. 

Per Issue 

Canada: 	 $39.00 
United States: 	 US $47.00 
Other Countries: 	US $55.00 
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Discontinued Products 
12-205 
Index to Statistics Canada surveys and ques-
tionnaires. Annual. First issue 1981. Last issue 1993. 
Bilingual edition. Discontinued. 
ISSN 0843-6142 
Note: Still available in print on demand as 12FOO46XPB and 
on CD-ROM as 12-205-XCB. 

13-014 
Financial flows accounts, quarterly estimates. 
Quarterly. First issue 1988. Last issue 4th quarter 1994. 
Bilingual edition. Discontinued. 
Note: Still available on diskette as 13-014-XDB. The print 
version was absorbed by 13-001-XPB, now titled National 
income and expenditure accounts: quarterly estimates. 

ISSN 0380-0938 

13-214 
National balance sheet accounts, annual 
estimates. Annual. First issue 1961. Last issue 1993 
Bilingual edition. Discontinued. 
ISSN 0825-9216 
Note: Still available on diskette as 13-214-XDB. 

31-003 
Industrial capacity utilization rates in Canada. 
Quarterly. First issue Sept. 1976. Last issue 4th quarter 
1994. Bilingual edition. Discontinued. 
ISSN 1192-1641 

32-024 
Production and inventories of process cheese 
and instant skim milk powder. Monthly. First issue 
Jan. 1972. Last issue Dec. 1995. Bilingual edition. 
Discontinued. 
ISSN 0705-55 1 X 

32-026 
Production of selected biscuits. Semi-annual. 
First issue March 1979. Last issue Dec. 1994. Bilingual 
edition. DiscontInued. 
ISSN 0227.1761 

32-233 
Pack of processed asparagus. Annual. First issue 
1990. Last issue 1995. Bilingual edition. Discontinued. 
ISSN 1180-5900 

32-235 
Pack of processed peas. Annual. First issue 1990 
Last issue 1995. Bilingual edition. Discontinued. 
ISSN 1180-5927 

32-237 
Pack of canned tomatoes and tomato products. 
Annual. First issue 1990. Last issue 1995. Bilingual edition. 
Discontinued. 
ISSN 1180-5943 

32-238 
Pack of processed beans, green and wax. Annual. First 
issue 1990. Last issue 1995. Bilingual edition. Discontinued. 
ISSN 1180-5951 

36-002 
Rigid insulating board. Monthly. First issue 1933. Last 
issue Dec. 1995. Bilingual edition. Discontinued. 

ISSN 0829-8653 

36-004 
Corrugated boxes and wrappers. Monthly. First issue 
1975. Last issue Dec. 1995. Bilingual edition. Discontinued. 
ISSN 0380-7037 

43-003 
Specified domestic electrical appliances. Monthly. First 
issue 1958. Last issue Dec. 1995. Bilingual edition. Discontin-
ued. 
ISSN 0410-5907 

44-003 
Gypsum products. Monthly. First issue 1931. Last issue 
Dec. 1995. Bilingual edition. Discontinued. 
ISSN 0380-7223 

51-002 
Air carrier operations in Canada. Quarterly. First issue 
Jan. 1990. Last issue 4th quarter 1994. Bilingual edition. 
Discontinued. 
ISSN 0008-2570 

51-005 
Air carrier traffic at Canadian airports. Quarterly. First 
issue 1976. Last issue 4th quarter 1994. Bilingual edition. 
Discontinued. 
ISSN 0701-7928 
Note: The data will be available in the annual publication 51-203-XPB. 

53-003 
Passenger bus and urban transit statistics. Quarterly. 
First issue Jan. 1955. Last issue Dec. 1994. Bilingual edition. 
Discontinued. 
ISSN 0829-1756 
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84-211 
Deaths. Annual. First issue 1991. Last issue 1992. Bilingual 
edition. Discontinued. 
ISSN 1195.4132 
Note: This publication was absorbed by 84-210-XPB, now titled Births 
and deaths which will be available in February 1996. 

87-202 
Sound recording. Annual. First issue 1984. Last issue 
1992/93. Bilingual edition. Discontinued. 
ISSN 0847-1223 
Note: This publication was replaced by the new annual publication: 
87-21 1-XPB Culture in Canada: a statistical perspective. Released 
Dec. 1995, 

87-203 
Periodical publishing. Annual. First issue 1984. Last issue 
1992/93. Bilingual edition. Discontinued. 
ISSN 0847-1231 
Note: This publication was replaced by the new annual publication: 
87-21 1-XPB Culture in Canada: a statistical perspective. Released 
Dec. 1995. 

87-204 
Film and video. Annual. First issue 1983. Last issue 
1992/93. Bilingual edition. Discontinued. 
ISSN 1181-6708 
Note: This publication was replaced by The new annual publication: 
87-21 1-XPB Culture in Canada: a statistical perspective. Released 
Dec. 1995. 

87-206 
Government expenditures on culture. Annual. First issue 
1984. Last issue 1993. Bilingual edition Discontinued. 
ISSN 1181-6651 
Note: This publication was replaced by The new annual publication: 
87-2 1 1-XPB Culture in Canada: a statistical perspective. Released 
Dec. 1995. 

87-207 
Heritage institutions. Annual. First u.sue 1984. Last issue 
1992/93. Bilingual edition. Discontinued. 
ISSN 0847-0146 
Note: This publication was replaced by the new annual publication: 
87-21 1-XPB Culture in Canada: a statistical perspective. Released 
Dec. 1995. 

87-208 
Television viewing. Annual. First issue 1986. Last issue 
1993. Bilingual edition. Discontinued. 
ISSN 1181-6643 
Note: This publication was replaced by the new annual publication: 
87-21 1-XPB Culture in Canada: a statistical Perspective. Released 
Dec. 1995. 

Discontinued Products 

62-003 
Farm product price index. Monthly. First issue June 
1946. Last issue Jan. 1995. Bilingual edition. Discon-
tinued. 
ISSN 0835-0906 
Note: This publication has been absorbed by 2 1-001.XPB, now 
titled Farm cash receipts and product price index. 

72-005 
Estimates of labour income. Quarterly. First issue 
Jan. 1946. Last issue 41h quarter 1994. Bilingual 
edition. Discontinued. 
ISSN 0318-9007 

73-202S 
Unemployment insurance statistics: annual 
supplement to 73-001 monthly. Annual. First issue 
1985. Last issue 1995. Bilingual edition. Discontinued. 
ISSN 0828-3176 

81-002 
Education statistics bulletin. Irregular. First issue 
Oct. 1979. Last issue March 1994. Bilingual edition. 
Discontinued. 
ISSN 0826-8258 

81-204 
Universities: enrolment and degrees. Annual. 
First issue 1949. Last issue 1991. Bilingual edition. 
Discontinued. 
ISSN 0706-3652 

83-239 
List of Canadian hospitals. Annual. First issue 
1992. Last issue 1993. Bilingual edition. Discontinued. 
ISSN 1195-4043 

83-240 
List of residential care facilities in Canada. 
Annual. First issue 1993. Last issue 1995 Bilingual 
edition. Discontinued. 
ISSN 1195-4051 

83-244 
Nursing education programs. Annual. First issue 
1992. Last issue 1993. Bilingual edition. Discontinued. 
ISSN 1195-4213 

Note: This publication was absorbed by 83-243, now titled 
Nursing in Canada: registered nurses and nursing education 
programs. In 1996, This will be available on diskette as 
83-24340B. 
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Discontinued Products 

87-209 

Performing arts. Annual. Fiist issue 1986. Last issue 
1993. Bilingual edition. Discontinued. 

ISSN 1180-3312 

Note: This publication was replaced by the new annual 
publication: 87-21 1-XPB Culture in Canada: a statistical 
perspective. Released Dec. 1995. 

87-210 

Book publishing. Annual. First issue 1985. Last issue 1993. 
Bilingual edition. Discontinued. 

ISSN 1181 -6635 

Note: This publication was replaced by the new annual publication: 
87-2 1 1-XPB Culture in Canada: a statistical perspective. Released 
Dec. 1995. 
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Ordering Publications 

Retail distributors 

Statistics Canada publications may be ordered through 
your local retail distributor. A short selection of outlets in 
Canada and other countries is listed for your convenience. 

Pecado Inc. 
971 Montée Gravel 
Ste-Dorothée Laval, Quebec 
H7X 2139 
Tel.: (514) 689-9255 
Fax : (514) 689-9132 
Fax : (418) 647-1087 (Québec City) 

Les Publications fédérales 
1185 rue Université 
Montréal, Quebec 
H3B 3A7 
Tel.: (514) 954-1633 
Fax : (514) 954-1635 

Renouf Bookstore 
1294 Algoma St. 
Ottawa, Ontario 
K1B 3W8 
Tel.: (613) 741-4333 
Fax: (613) 741-5439 

Renouf Bookstore 
211 Yonge Street 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5B 1M4 
Tel.: (416) 363-3171 
Fax: (416) 363-5963 

Canebsco Subscription Services Ltd. 
70 McGriskin Road 
Scarborough, Ontario 
MiS 455 
Tel.: (416) 297-8282 
Fax : (416) 297-4848 
Toll free: 1-800-387-5241 

Federal Publications 
165 University Avenue 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5H 3138 
Tel.: (416) 860-1611 
Fax : (416) 860 -1608 

Statistics Marketing 
P0 Box 227, Station Q 
Toronto, Ontario 
M4T 2M1 
Tel.: (416) 766-8228 
Fax : (416) 760-8596 

John Coutts Library Services Ltd. 
6900 Kingsmen Court, Box 1000 
Niagara Falls, Ontario 
L2E 7E7 
Tel.: (416) 356-6382 
Fax : (416) 364-9919 

FAXON/SMS - Tammy DeBoer, Publisher Services 
P.O. Box 2382 
London, Ontario 
N6A 5A7 
Tel.: (519) 472-4860 
Fax : (519) 472-1072 

Britannica Learning Materials 
P.O. Box 21022 
Britannica Place 
Cambridge, Ontario 
N3C 4131 
Tel.: (519) 658-4621 
Fax: (519) 658-5044 

Canadian Business Information 
P.O. Box 891 
Darien 
Connecticut 06820 
U.S.A. 
Tel.: (203) 656-2701 
Fax : (203) 655-8332 

Blackwell North America 
100 University Court 
Blackwood 
New Jersey 08012 
U.S.A. 
Tel.: (609) 629-0700 

ISBS 
International Specialized Book Services Inc. 
5602 N.E. Hassolo Street 
Portland 
Oregon 97213-3640 
U.S.A. 
Tel.: (503) 287-3093 
Fax: (503) 284-8859 
Toll Free: 1-800-547-7734 

The Eurospan Group 
3 Henrietta Street 
Covent Garden 
London, WC2E 8LU 
England 
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Ordering Publications 

Types of Publications 

Subscribing to Periodicals 

You can subscribe to any Statistics Canada publication 
that is issued regularly. In the Catalogue, such publica-
tions are identified as daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, 
semi-annual or annual. All subscribers are sent their 
publication on the day it is released. 

When completing the order form, remember to list the 
annual subscription price and write an S" (subscription) 
in the issue column. 

When you order a subscription you will be sent the next 
issue released. The length of time it takes to receive your 
first issue depends on the frequency of the publication. 
There may be a period of up to three months before the 
next issue of a quarterly publication is released, and the 
release of a new annual publication may take up to 12 
months, depending on the release date. 

As a continuing service to our subscription clients, we 
issue renewal notices and reminder notices as your expiry 
date approaches to help ensure uninterrupted delivery of 
your publications. You will also be advised of related 
publications to allow you to update your statistical library. 

Multi-year subscriptions, are available for up to three 
years on Statistics Canada's most popular titles. The fol- 
lowing publications are eligible for multi-year subscriptions: 

Canadian Economic Observer (11-01 0-XPB) 
Canadian Social Trends (11 -008-XPE) 
Perspectives on Labour and Income (75-001 -XPE) 
lnfomat(1 1-002-XPE) 
Health Reports (82-003-XPB) 

Multi-year subscriptions ensure that there will be no 
interruption in the issues sent to you, as well as reducing 
administrative costs. Subscription rates for the second 
and third year are the same as the currently listed price, 
so multi-year subscribers are also insulated against price 
increases. 

When ordering, please indicate clearly the number of years 
for which you would like to subscribe. 

Purchasing Single Issues 

You may wish to order a single copy of a publication before 
subscribing for a full period. To order a single copy of any 
publication or series, remember to list the single issue 
price when ordering. You will receive a copy of the most 
recent issue. It takes up to two days to process your order 
for currently available issues of any publication. Orders 
for publications not yet released are placed on back order 
and will be shipped to you the day the publication is 
released. 

Many publications listed in the Catalogue are issued only 
occasionally. When ordering these titles, simply list the applicable 
Canadian, U.S. or foreign price, along with the catalogue number 
and title. Again, you will receive a copy of the most recent issue. 
Please note that pre-payment is required for the purchase of 
all casual/occasional publications. 

You may order any Statistics Canada publication using the order 
form at the back of this publication. For existing clients, please 
give your client account number. 

Order by Mail or Fax (613-951-1584) 

The signature of an authorized company representative is 
required on all orders. 

Order your Statistics Canada publications by mail from.. 

Statistics Canada 
Operations and Integration Division 
Circulation Management 
Jean Talon Bldg. 2C-12 
Tunney's Pasture 
Ottawa, Ontario 
Canada 
K1A 016 

or from one of our Regional Reference Centres listed in the 
front cover. For your convenience, retail distributors are also listed 
in the Catalogue Supplement (page 35). 

Order by Phone 

To minimize delays, use your Purchase Order number, MasterCard 
or VISA and call 1-800-267-6677 (in Canada or the U.S.) or (613) 
951-7277. 

Regional Reference Centres are also pleased to take your 
telephone orders. Refer to the inside front cover for the list of 
telephone numbers. 

To avoid double billing, please do not send written 
confirmation of phone orders. 

Purchase in Person 

You can purchase publications at any Statistics Canada Regional 
Reference Centre, at many local bookstores, and from authorized 
agents' outlets (see Retail Distributors on page 35). 

Payment 

Cheques or money orders should be made payable to the Receiver 
General for Canada - Publications. Clients may also charge orders 
to MasterCard or VISA. Purchase Order numbers are also accept-
able from authorized company representatives. Prepayment is 
required for all orders. 
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Ordering Publications 

Canadian clients must pay in Canadian funds, adding 7% 
GST and applicable PST. Clients from the United States 
and other countries must pay in US$ drawn on a U.S. 
bank. 

Renewals 

For uninterrupted service, it is best to renew well in 
advance. Late renewal may result in missed issues that 
will have to be purchased separately, if available. 

All customers will receive convenient renewal notices. 
A prompt reply to these will ensure continuous 
service. If you receive a renewal form or a reminder 
notice after you have mailed in your payment, please 
dIsregard It. 

Prices 

Prices listed in the Catalogue are subject to change 
without notice. To check current publication prices, call 
(613) 951-7277 or call any Statistics Canada Regional 
Reference Centre. They will gladly provide information or 
ordering assistance. For ordering assistance you may 
also call 1-800-267-6677. 

Returns/Refunds 

All sales are final except in the case of incorrect shipment. 
All returns must be pre-authorized by Statistics Canada. 
Details on this policy are available from Client Services 
staff. Call (613) 951-5078 (local calls) or 1-800-700-1033 
for more information. 

Clients who wish to cancel a subscription may receive a refund 
on undelivered issues only. Subscription issues already delivered 
may not be returned for a refund. 

Returns are not accepted for the Catalogue. 

Change of Address 

Subscribers must notify Statistics Canada at least one month in 
advance of a change of address to ensure uninterrupted delivery. 
Clients who fail to notify Statistics Canada of a change of address 
will be responsible for paying for replacements of missed issues. 
Free replacements or refunds will not be issued. 

With your notification, please include: 

• your old address; 
• your new address; 
• your client account number. 

Delivery Methods 

All of our publications are delivered by first class mail. Delivery 
time to most parts of Canada is a few days. Clients who request 
a rush service with courier delivery must prepay a $25.00 fee 
plus the courier charges. 
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Ordering Publications 

Discounts on Statistics Canada Publications 

Please note that discounts are applied to the price of the 
publication and not to the total amount which might include 
special shipping and handling charges, GST and 
applicable PST. 

a) Educational Institutions and Public Libraries 

Schools, school boards, colleges, universities and public 
libraries receive a 30% discount on all publications. If 
you're not sure whether your organization qualifies for a 
discount, call (613) 951-7277 (local calls), 1-800-700-1033 
or your local Regional Reference Centre. 

b) Retail Distributors 

Standard trade discounts and returns policies are available 
to Retail Distributors. For more information, call Client 
Service Unit (613) 951-5078 (local calls) or 
1-800-700-1033. 

c) Volume Discounts 

Volume discounts are offered on multiple copies of the 
same publication that are shipped to one address. The 
schedule of volume discounts follows. 

10-25 copies - 20% 
26-50 copies - 30% 
51-100 copies - 40% 
101 or more copies - call Circulation Manager at 

(613) 951-8926 to determine the 
discount that will apply to your 
order. 

d) Back Issue Discounts 

Clients are entitled to a 70% discount off the cover price of all 
designated back issues. 

Periodicals, selected occasionals and 1986 Census publications 
are all included in the back issues program. The Daily, infomat, 
Survey methodology and the four most recent editions of 
Canadian social trends, Perspectives on labour and income 
and Health reports are excluded from the program. 

Statistics Canada fills orders for back issues as inventory permits. 
The minimum order, which must be prepaid, is $20.00. Please 
contact our Sales and Service personnel at (613) 951-7277 to 
confirm price and availability. 

e) Canadian Social Trends (11 -008-XPE) Discounts 

Student - Students can subscribe to Canadian social trends at 
30% off the regular subscription price of $34.00 in Canada, 
US$41.00 in the United States and US$48.00 in other countries. 

Multiple Subscriptions - Clients can receive five subscriptions 
to Canadian Social Trends for the price of three, provided all 
subscriptions have the same mailing address. This applies to 
any multiple of the 5 for 3 formula - a 40% discount. 
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Publication Discount Packages and Special Offers 

Many publications listed in the Catalogue are offered with related publications at a discount package price. To save you time 
when ordering, you need only list the package number instead of each catalogue number in the pad-age. 

Package # 	 Titles 	 CON 	U.S. 	For. 
$ 	$ 	$ 

10-004 	 Farm Inputs 	 $105 	$126 	$147 

62-004 	Farm Input Price Index 
62-012 	Average prices of selected farm inputs 

10-006 Unemployment Insurance Statistics $160 T $192  J 	$224 

73-001 	Unemployment insurance statistics 
73-202 	Annual supplement 

10-020 Calura Corporation $92 J 	$111 	J 	$129 

61-220 	Foreign control in the Canadian economy 
61-221 	Aspects of business organization 
61-222 	Aspects of foreign control 

10-213 Provincial Economic Accounts $53 $64 I 
13-213 	Provincial economic accounts, annual estimates 
13-21 3P Provincial economic accounts, preliminary estimates 

L 	10-232 The Labour Force $264 $317 	$370 

71-001 	The labour force 
71-001 P Labour force information 

10-233 Transportation $120 I 	1 
52-216 	Rail In Canada 
53-222 	Trucking in Canada 
54-205 	Shipping in Canada 

10-234 Transportation $184 $221 	$258 

50-002 	The Service and marine transport - service bulletin 
52-216 	Rail in Canada 
53-222 Trucking in Canada 
54-205 	Shipping in Canada 

10-111 1 	Full Publication Service To verify price call (613)951-5078 	1 
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